
Keeps your information of 

cards, such as credit cards, 

debit cards, drive license, 

identification cards, passports, 

etc, safe from nearby or remote 

RFID scanning with the blocking 

card The blocking card instantly 

creates a surrounding electronic 

field making all 13.56 mhz cards 

virtually invisible to RFID and 

NFC scanners.

RFID BLOCKING CARD

How to use
Step 1 Place in center of wallet

Step 2 Relax, as you are now protected (No battery required)

Note The electronic field produced by the blocking card has a limited 

 effective range. For best protection, place the blocking card 

 directly in front (or back) of your credit and debit cards 

 (As picture on left). Certain wallet layouts may require 

 2 blocking cards to ensure the highest coverage 

 of protection.
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Security
The blocking card needs no battery. It draws 

energy from the scanner to power up and 

instantly creates an E-Field, a surround 

electronic field making all 13.56 mhz cards 

invisible to the scanner. Once the scanner 

is out of range the blocking card de-powers.

Convenient
Simply carry this blocking card in your 

wallet and money clip and all 13.56 mhz 

card within range of its E-Field will be 

protected

RFID Blocking Card
1. RFID (contactless) card data is easy 

    to be stolen without any protection

2. The RFID blocking card keeps your 

    data safe from remote scanning

Product Name : RFID Blocking Card

Chip : Without Chip

Blocking Frequency : 13.56 mhz

Material : PVC + Aluminum Foil

Size : 86x54 mm

Thickness : 0.76 mm

Craft : CMYK Printing

Surface Finish : Matt or Gloss

Application : Protect your credit card from theft
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Specification

Advantages for CXJ RFID Blocking Card


